
Lecture 21: SYSTEMS DYNAMICS -- LOTKE-VOLTERRA PREDATOR PREY MODELS AND MORE



Systems dynamics is a tool for simulating links between agents by differential/difference equations. The models 
exploit non-linearities and feedback loops to capture the dynamic relations in the “actual process”. 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_system_dynamics_software). 

Systems Dynamics was developed by Jay Forrester an MIT engineer who invented flight simulators  to give 
social sciences a systems perspective. Forrester wrote Urban Dynamics, and World Dynamics.  In 1960s the Club of 
Rome, a group of businessfolk/ intellectuals interested in the future of the world publicized Dennis Meadows’ et al 
Limits of Growth which NYT columnist Antony Lewis called “one of the most important documents of our age”. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jay_Wright_Forrester .  

How did the systems dynamicist determine their model of the world? Forrester: “... from intensive discussion 
with a group of people who know the system first hand”.  This produced parameters and relations based on no verified 
information. In 1973 Bill Nordhaus critiqued Forrester’s book “ World Dynamics: Measurement without Data”,  noting 
that not a single relationship or variable was drawn from actual data/empirical studies.  

The prediction of the systems dynamicists was a Malthusian overpopulation disaster.  In 1992 Meadows published a 
revision of his work entitled Limits of Growth Revisited.  Nordhaus critiques this book in Lethal Model 2.  Climate 
change models have similar structure but based on scientific evidence on relations and size of parameters.

Systems Dynamics: 
       1)set up differential/difference equation models to guide thinking about the PROCESS underlying a problem; 
       2)treats x → y  flow diagrams as differential equation in which dy = bdx  and thus turns hand waving “theories” 
into testable propositions depending on estimable parameter.
       3)Mock regression models as a LAUNDRY LIST kitchen sink approach that produces descriptive static models 
based on correlations rather than reflecting the process. STELLA program has the following:

WHERE ARE THE COWS?  “A prestigious economics journal contained an article which presented a model 
that was designed to forecast milk production in the US. By all statistical measures of validity the model was quite 
sound … Milk Production = a GNA + b Interest rates + … The equation. … assumes that the dependent variable Milk 
Production is a function of a set of macroeconomic variables … does not purport to represent how milk is actually 
produced … for nowhere in the equation do we see any cows!

Systems dynamics holds that the structure of the system -- the nodes and arrows in flow diagram –is  more 
informative than correlations or regressions.  If you know the structure and can get reasonable estimate of parameters 
you can predict better and identify places to intervene. Causal model not data-mongering. This works when:

 1. The way an organization/operation is put together determines its behavior.  
Example: The structure of AFL-CIO (leadership selected by union presidents)  –> the way the organization 

behaves, so that changes in leadership – from Kirkland to Sweeney to Trumpke – produce only modest changes in 
union actions. Why?  Union presidents concerned about their own fiefdoms can block almost anything.  Same is true of
lots of large bureaucracies – big firms, universities, etc.

2.  When the behavior  fits some generic process: oscillations, exponential growth, or decline that allow you to 
use a well-established model or pattern of feedback loops to describe data.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_system_dynamics_software
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jay_Wright_Forrester


THREE GENERIC MODELS: 
1)BIRTH-DEATH MODEL:  POP = POP(-1) + Births – Deaths is identity.  Then make Births = bPOP(-1), a positive 
feedback – INFLOW of units from STOCK  where feedback is variable to itself. With just births, this leads to 
compound growth.  POP = (1+b) POP(-1) or dPOP/POP(-1) = b, percentage growth of population due to births is an 
exponential growth relation. 

Deaths treated similarly: Deaths = -dPOP(-1).  This is a draining process.  OUTFLOW of units from STOCK.

The birth-death process is a difference/differential equation: POP - POP(-1)  = (b-d) POP(-1), which is 
stable with an equilibrium when b=d, –>Δln POP = 0. Otherwise, it generates exponential growth or decline.

Highly unlikely to get b=d if random draw from some distribution of numbers, so if we expect some stability in 
the size of the Population, make these parameters vary with other things in the model.  For example, assume that birth 
rate declines as the population grows: 
           b = c - c’POP(-1). This gives a NON-LINEAR/2nd order difference equation: dPOP = (c-d) POP(-1) - c’POP(-1)2

Apply model to Union growth/decline.  Birth is organization of a new work site, which occurs at rate g; Death 
is closure of union plants, which occurs at rate r.  Then we have Union membership U is: U = (g-r) U(-1).   To change 
this into a union density (UD) divide both sides by employment (E) so equation becomes U/E = UD = (g-r)[U(-1)]/E). 
Since UD(-1) = U(-1)/E(-1) ,  U(-1)/E = UD(-1) E(-1)/E.



If E = (1+e) E(-1) where e is growth rate of employment, then E(-1)/E = 1/(1+e) which for small e ~ -e (if e is 
1%, 1/(1+.01=0.99; if e is 3%, 1/1.03 = 0.97; and so on.   

So we have UD =  ~ (g-r-e) UD(-1).  Density grows if g-r>e; is constant if g-r ~e, and falls if g-r<e.

Government deficit and debt is similar.  Debt is stock.  Deficit is flow.  To stabilize Deficit/GDP  same as 
stabilizing U/E or POP. But the more meaningful ratio to stabilize is Debt/GDP so do some judicious divisions.

Model II:  PREDATOR (y) PREY (x) model with two  interacting stocks:

Prey: dX /dt  = (a-bY) X  = a X -b XY.  Interpretation – a as birth rate and b as death rate from running into predator
 or in growth rate form:  dX/X = a-bY  birth rate minus death from meeting predator

Predator: dY/dt = -(λ-uX)Y= - λY + uXY.  Interpretation  λ is death rate and birth/growth comes from eating up prey
 or in growth rate form:  dY/Y = - λ + uX.  Die unless you meet prey

Model can be represented by a cellular automata.  Sites can be predator, prey, or empty.  If a predator is adjacent to 
prey, the prey becomes predator with probability r or empty with 1-r.  If no prey adjacent to predator, predator dies with
probability p.  If prey is adjacent to bare ground, reproduces with probability q.  Anything adjacent to bare moves there.



A Three stock version from Vensim (http://www.cleanmetrics.com/pages/WildlifeManagement-2.pdf)

 

Generic Model of ADJUSTMENT: link between DESIRED and ACTUAL gives logistic approach to equilibrium:  
Assume you are initially short of DESIRED VALUE so that discrepancy is positive.  Then more production 

reduces discrepancy –> Minus sign to that loop.  Discrepancy falls, then lower production rate –> positive sign to that 
loop.  The process is one of adjusting to make discrepancy zero or close to zero.  The total adjustment loop is a negative
feedback

General Model IV: Cobweb.   Consider the supply of college graduates, CG, which depends on 
the salary of graduates relative to less educated person in the preceding year S(-1): CG = A + a S(-1), where A is a shift
term.   Demand for graduates is CGd = D -b S , where D is shift term.  This market equilibrates by supply = demand.  
So D -b S = A + a S(-1).  Thus, S = D-A  -a/b S(-1), which oscillates depending on the values of a/b.   The assumption 
that CG depends solely on S(-1) can be modified in many ways to allow for more sophisticated forecasts of the future.



Empirical work on Predator/Prey model. 
Consumption of a single predator critical since it determines both the prey death rate and the predator rate of 

increase (usually modeled as proportional to the rate of feeding). But consumption rate of a single predator → 
competition among predators that is missing from the  Lotka-Volterra predator equation of s  dY/Y = -λ +uX, where 
predator consumes prey as linear relation of # prey.  But if there are lots of predators they will compete for prey.  So 
how about modifying Lotka-Volterra by making birth of predator be uX/Y instead of uX?  This says should analyze in 
relative measures rather than absolute (Arditi & Ginsberg, How Species Interact).  

PREY equation: dX/dt=  aX – b X Y  (as before) but PREDATOR  dY/dt =  – λY  + u X/Y

In L-V predator growth depends only  X the prey -->prey-dependent.  A&G  growth depends on X/Y -- ratio-dependent

Building a Systems Dynamics Model
Systems dynamics uses arrows to represent difference equations.  Feedbacks make an outcome depend not 

simply on the immediate equation but on the entire system.  The systems dynamics program imposes internal 
consistency and a set of GENERIC PROCESSES that you can call on to yield a set of potential outcomes:

exponential growth (positive or negative feedbacks) ; stable equilibrium (sufficient negative feedbacks)
multiple equilibrium (some stable, some not); chaos (all you need is simple logistic)
oscillations – cobwebs or overshoot and collapse

A STOCK is a BOX/Reservoir that absent flows lasts from period to period.  It can be qualitative -- esteem; 
thinking capacity. It can be a price.  Stocks are slow-moving.  Can decline with use -- inventory; consumables -- or with
time --depreciation .  Other stocks do not change or maybe grow -- stock of useful knowledge.

A FLOW is an arrow in a stock- flow diagram – with a circle/valve that is attached that leads to box that 
represents a stock. It reflects a differential/difference equation that changes a stock.  The flow can be in both directions 
-- biflow.  The flow is influenced by stocks -- the change in population depends on the population and the birth rate.  
 Flows can allocate a fixed stock among various categories.  In a model of a union/firm, there will be some 
resources/ cash that will be allocated among different departments/functions, including for the firm dividends.
A flow begins with a cloud or can end in a cloud, meaning where it comes from or where it goes is outside the model. 
Here is a production function represented by a flow (compare to Y=F(K,L):

Changing stocks through flows directs attention at  the process, the key parameters, and opens the door for more
subtle relations, for instance, flow depending on multiple factors.  Flows turn static picture into dynamics.  The final 
element are converters/auxiliary variables.  These are arrows that convert things, such as units, and make it easier to 
specify and later modify parameters.  These will often take the form of ratios. 



             Systems dynamics models are based on “causal links” http://stella-trial.software.informer.com/10.0

THE PROBLEM OF SF FAILURE: 

http://stella-trial.software.informer.com/10.0


Why don’t well-educated  understand accumulation?  Cronin, Gonzalez and Sterman Organizational Behavior and Human Decision 
Processes 108 (2009) 116–130  They say SF failure appears to be rooted in failure to appreciate the most basic principles of
accumulation, leading to the use of inappropriate heuristics where many  erroneously assuming that the behavior of a 
stock matches the pattern of its flows. Fischer and Gonzalez Making Sense of Dynamic Systems: How Our Understanding of 
Stocks and Flows Depends on a Global Perspective , Cognitive Science 40 (2016) 496–512 ) reduce SF failure by (a) a global as 
opposed to local task format; (b) individual global as opposed to local processing styles; and (c) global as opposed to 
local perceptual priming. These results say local processing explains SF failure.

Lots of programs to help you do systems dynamics modeling (Wikipedia)


